Press release on 23 May, 2019

NGM offers trading in Ether tracker from Vontobel
Starting today, Vontobel lists Ether trackers at NGM under the short name Track Ether VON.
The tracker enables investors to participate in the Ether price performance without buying and storing
Ether digitally. In addition, the tracker makes Ether a securitized financial instrument, which can be
traded simply and transparently on the Swedish NGM Exchange.
”It is with great pleasure we list this Ether product from Vontobel. It is the first product on Ether on
NGM and it has a big interest among investors. This listing further strengthens the crypto products
offering at NGM.” says Tommy Fransson, Deputy CEO of NGM.
“The new Ether tracker will give investors a simple and transparent instrument of investing in Ether on
NGM. Vontobel is once again demonstrating its capacity for innovation as one of Sweden’s leading
providers of structured products,” said Roger Studer, Head of Vontobel Investment Banking.
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About Nordic Growth Market
Nordic Growth Market NGM AB (NGM) is an authorized stock exchange with operations in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and
Finland. The exchange is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Boerse Stuttgart, the leading retail exchange in Germany. NGM offers a
complete marketplace for exchange traded products and provides a complete platform for companies wishing to list shares. For
more information about NGM, visit www.ngm.se. Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.

About Vontobel
Vontobel Investment Banking creates specialized investment solutions for private and institutional clients. We follow a customercentered digital business model, manage risks carefully, and build compelling service packages to get our clients ahead. We
emphasize on truly understanding our clients’ needs. We use our expertise to anticipate trend reversals, risks as well as
opportunities, in order to successfully exploit them for you. We only do, what we master and develop solutions we believe in. We
take clear decisions and act with determination. We are proud of our specialized offering, which includes structured products,
transaction banking, corporate finance, brokerage, as well as solutions for External Investment Advisors, and digital platforms.
For our competence in Research, we regularly get awarded. This is how we create added value for you.

